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The poetry was written over a span of 45 years.
Original artworks are all mixed media and acrylic on 
claybord.  Digital illustrations are from my own 
photography and have been manipulated using 
multiple Photoshop filters.  

Grateful acknowledgement to my husband, 
Robert W. Bergstrom for his support.  This project 
was made possible with his support and the emotional 
support of friends:  Shirley Carlson, Lisa Ellis
Mafalda Greco, Yuriko Takata and the late Christy 
Vreeland.  Thanks to Robert Marcus Graphics for 
help with the book's design and techinical publishing 
aspects and Black Cat Studio for photography of my 
original art work.

Dedicated to the memory of my sister
 Carolyn



Original artwork
"Poetry"
12 x 12"



The perfect lover
silence.
Pervasive, gentle, strong
thrusting against one's
consciousness
diamond sharp.
Still.



Mind
circular file
where ideas mate.



A cat’s tail is the language
of the wind.
A cat’s tail is the wind
of language.



Poetry has only subtle hands
to describe,
no real form.
A covey of thoughts
swarming through the
cells, tunneling 
their way home.



To watch the ivy grow.
To stop on a bubble and burst.



Twilight floats down, quietly
draping colors of richness.
Settling its cloak over the 
world with feather touches.
Magical movements softening
lines between distinctions.
Distinctions fold themselves up
into night.



Listen to the sprinklers
collapsing into squirts.



Emptiness spills forth thoughts.
Uncontrolled expressions of reality.
Blank canvas 
suddenly filled with colors.
Stone 
quickly carved with meaning.
Photographs 
materialized with no camera.
Words 
form themselves from nothingness.



Poetry
Studying the nature of thought.



Original artwork
"Wait Love"
11 x 14"



Valentines are special hearts
hidden beneath the soul.
Disowned until opened.
Presents of joy covered surprises
escaping
weightless
lifting the spirit to a 
giddy-eyed view.
Symbols of love colored
dream ballons floating
against the real.



The sun
laid a golden
egg
blow cala horns blow.



Surveyor of dreams
sits and stares like a cat.
Snowpurries on a 
foggy June day.



Falling asleep 
serenaded by the soft
little purr of Miss Bootsie
things come to you like
a royal flush in your mind.



Red squeaky night
swinging quiet.
Lightning bugs.
Ice cream cone
sweet night.



Indiana eve
the moon turns a cornfield red.
Lightning bugs
rain down on the
shades of wind.
Chirping beckons the night
and spirits dance joyously
over Trixie’s grave.



Cradled softly in my
thoughts, you smile.
The fine sands of time
slip through my mind
and languish around your soul.
Absorbed in a moment, 
like a rare bird floating away.
Life is not a line
it always meets again in your mind.



Night stars shoot above
fluorescent waves as 
translucent crabs skitter
to unseen holes.
The sea urchin curled 
inside the dark struggles 
to endure the pounding sea.
The light of the universe
expands the sky and the
Concerto d’Aranjuez plays on.



May streamers
of joy
curl ribbons
around your heart.



Original artwork
"Paradox II"
16 x 16"



Our minds, little linear accelerators
pushing time forward.
Splitting random thoughts 
into patterns of sounds,
squeezing ideas out of their gray mass.
A thin jagged beam of light
so white, so bright, so now.
Reaching out to catch its silentroar,
wrapping around one's consciousness 
like screams in the night,
the blue grey eye of a 
storm churns the windless soul.



A web of black lines
talking
silent
listening
energy
running from house to house
crosshatches etching
a crying sky.



Petals from flowers of youth
drip upon rusted green blades of iron.
Making not the slightest impression
upon the pikes that will
carry their flowery heads.
Not the slightest impression
on those left to the dead.
On those left to the dead,
seasons will wither and 
grow wondering how long 
it will take them to know.



Plastic credit card coats.
It’s only money ruling life
with its black thumb.
Truth with premium perversions.
Follow the yellow-greedy road.
The 60 cycle hum between
vinyl plastic screams.



Great lake of salt.
Still, heavy, dead.
Do not spread your
salt into the fresh
lakes of the world.
Dam your cold white rivers.
Keep your saltflat mentality
in the valleys of your
egotistical mountains.



White graves
see no fireworks.
They met their rockets
red glare
square.
Good little soldiers
lined up in their coffins
marching tunelessly.



The Grand Canyon
so beautiful one crys for all the 
dammed up rivers of the world.
Places where the yellow swallow-
tail no longer gently ripples it's wings.
So silent, air stands still to let her pass.
Frogs no longer hop from your footstep.
Cicada song no longer echoes 
in the space between the walls.
As man destroys so shall he reap.



Underground neon floor reflection.
Keep walking’
Advancing colors of light.
Keep walking.
Was there something in the coffee?
Keep walking.
Sleep deprivation?
Am I hallucinating?
Keep walking.
Is that music?
Keep walking.
Welcome 
Chicago/O’Hare Concourse C
Planet?



Sucking vortex lined with 
moneyed palms
siphoning off life’s joys.
Plucking out its eye
finger fucking the world with 
futile fantasies.
Molting, mutating skins for occasions.
Who are you and what do you want?
Who are you and what do you want?
How much?
Leave your name and number 
at the sound of the knell.



Original artwork
"Moments"
16 x 16"



A river of music.
Tendrils of swirling notes 
funnel down
the green glassy tongue
into the apex of one's heart,
opening the primordial door
in quest of the holy schist of time.



The fish don’t sleep at 6:00 a.m.
Their colors slip by 
in purple green waves
dissolving with morningness 
along the coral.
Illusions of light shining, reflecting
scales weighted with different hues.
Advancing retreating flowing 
with the ever changing 
sea green reality.
No thought of time distracting 
their fishness.



Planes of moments
loop themselves
into crystals of time
dissolving into
puddles of memories
to jump into on
momentless days.



Roses rain yellow.
Webbed black branches
layer tissues of the world
separated by sun drops
splashing on a thin
line of time
getting into nothingness
where little wells
of creativity dwell.



Floating timelessly in a dream
deathless daffodil yellow world
passages of light so dark
soft breezed memories
oasis.



Soft peach lined bodies
wrapped mummified in time.
Gauze colored thoughts
caught whispering
awe.



All feeling is temporal.
Curly cued ruffles 
on the curtain of time.
Time packed like a snowball
gets thrown away to melt.



Blind colors
orange white red grey
windows with lines
separated by spaces
evenly divided by numbers
dissolved intwo evening blue.
Cool breezeless refrigerator 
hums cold blank empty space
for dark sightless moments.



Caught in a crack
of the void.
Living along the dark holed
edge of the moment.



Original artwork
"Self Portrait"
16 x 14"



Indiana morn
redbird sings.
Climbing up the sides
of one's soul
searching for a right angle
knowing all the while
it's spherical.



I want all my feelings
to drain out through my toes
until I am a tree,
stable and bare
with only a hint 
of life traversing my trunk.



Dripping down 
the edge of a window seal.
Moving night.
Clouds of white
on a curtained plane of
structured ripples.
Wanting to watch
your tears slide along your
nose
mouth
to the other side of your face.



It’s cold
very very cold
on this warm day.
Walking I along
we stop.
Worried.



You’d think nothing more.
Nothing more for shore.
If you dropped 25 floors.



Sand water wind fire
purple green grass
flowing past your ass
licking at your feet
sailin’ like a fleet
dream boat screams
parts the living stream
water on all sides
drowning in the tides
freezing cold rain
awakes the breathless pain.



Eyes closed tight.
Grey after images of self
pursued by colored edges,
tightening into a
solid black line
slowly dissolving
into a spill.



People turning on and off
like faucets.
Sliding the closed door shut
up
you you me me.
If one could just liquefy
ever so politely.



Life
the dance of death
she paints with
her 
eyes
as smooth as 
the sheen on a
black cat’s coat.



Original artwork
"Life"
11 x 14"



Morning's spider web
with nothing in it.
Caught alone with dew.
A windless breeze
taunting the edges 
of existence.



Fly casting
caught between the
abstract
real fishing
and nothingness.



7th and Market
walk the 
hollow eyed that see
rainy thoughts
no clear lines
day in day out
spare change.



Wave catchers riding high
on a moment of truth.
Life in a wave’s eye
exhilaratingly full.
Ascension.



It’s a shitty little reality.
Cruise ship glides bye
christmas color white
ain’t no Claus
Cause
It’s a shitty little reality.



Fall inside.
Envelop rhythmic life
floating there.
Reality meets its own reflection
in nature’s windowed water.



Waiting water
quietly drips sounds
of change.
Pours silent
flows of calm
in columns of wetness,
leaking through glassy surfaces
of bubbling joy.



Cry
the wind will wipe your tears.
Die
the waves will wrap your years.



Life
the stage version
brought to you by
yourself.


